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FALL 2012 

ONLINE 

Professor:  Dr. Ace G. Pilkington 

Office:  MC 224   Phone:  652-7809 

Office Hours: MWF 1:00-3:00 p.m. and T, TH  4pm-5pm 

 

TEXT:  English 2010:  The Text, Ace G. Pilkington  

 

GOALS:  English 2010 is meant to help you learn to write clear, logical prose that gets your 

message across quickly and easily.  It should also help you to think, organize, and speak 

more effectively.  In addition, English 2010 should increase your awareness of the uses and 

abuses of language and help you to develop your personal writing style.  Students are 

expected to master material which includes punctuation and mechanics, logic fallacies, 

expository and persuasive prose strategies, and research materials. 

Overall English Department Mission Statement  (Department Objectives) 
The English Department at Dixie State College strives to instill in students an appreciation for the 

centrality of language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, 

historical, and political contexts. Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and 

evaluating texts and other media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical essays.  

 

Emphasis Mission Statement (Composition Course Objectives)  
As a subset to the English Department, the Composition Program seeks to fulfill the mission of 

both the department and the overall college GE mission. In particular, the program wants to 

strengthen students’ skills and confidence in writing and critical thinking. It also seeks to increase 

students’ written fluency, and help them better formulate and organize ideas into focused, 

developed, articulate, and persuasive essays. 

 

 

Departmental Course Description & Objectives:   

 

Partially fulfills General Education English requirement.  Provides opportunities to analyze and 

write academic papers, including the research-supported essay, through writing and revising a 

number of essays.  Other activities, such as portfolios, library research, and tests may be used to 

help students improve their writing of advanced-level papers. Successful students will 

demonstrate competence in the use of standard written English, in analyzing texts, in correctly 

paraphrasing, summarizing and quoting source material, and in appropriately citing the work of 

others.  Prerequisite: ENGL 1010 (Grade C or higher); AND LIB 1010 (can be concurrently 

enrolled).  

 

Specific Objectives of the Course:  

 

WRITING OBJECTIVES 

     By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  

 Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose. 

 Understand the value of undertaking the writing process in stages, including planning, 

brainstorming, organizing, drafting, revising, and proofreading. 



 Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will 

control the selection, arrangement, and presentation of material. 

 Use the thesis/purpose statement to control the selection, arrangement, and presentation 

of support material. 

 Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of repeated key 

words, pronouns, synonyms, topic sentences, transitions, and parallel structure. 

 Know and use organizational and developmental strategies necessary to write individual 

paragraphs and the paper as a whole. 

 Compose introductory paragraphs that attract the reader’s attention, introduce the subject, 

state the thesis, suggest a plan of development, and set the tone. 

 Produce conclusion paragraphs that draw on a variety of techniques that bring the 

discussion to an end, and when necessary restate the thesis or summarize key points.   

 Organize and connect ideas and information in logical and meaningful order. 

 Develop the thesis throughout paragraphs that contain topic sentences, offer adequate 

supporting detail, and are joined by appropriate transitions. 

 Understand the value and process of collaboration in the writing process. 

 Use concise and precise language. 

 Write essays with correct usage and punctuation. 

 Select words appropriate to their subject and audience, and recognize the need for precise 

expression. 

 Prefer the concrete to the abstract, the specific to the general, and use active and precise 

verbs.   

 Practice word economy, using only those words, phrases, and details that are apt and 

necessary. 

 Use multiple sentence structures for emphasis and variety.  

 Recognize and avoid logical fallacies, emotional arguments, and misleading ambiguities. 

 Recognize and avoid jargon. 

 Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic. 

 Recognize and avoid all forms of plagiarism. 

 

READING AND THINKING OBJECTIVES 

     By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  

 Identify the writer’s thesis and purpose. 

 Understand the writer’s organizational strategies. 

 Recognize the writer’s tone, i.e., the author’s attitude toward subject and audience. 

 Assess the writer’s presentation of detail in support of the main idea. 

 Analyze the writer’s underlying assumptions and possible biases.   

 

RESEARCH AND SOURCE-SUPPORTED WRITING OBJECTIVES  

     By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  

 Identify an information need and assess the appropriate resources.   

 Demonstrate competent use of the computerized catalog, periodical indexes, and the 

variety of electronic databases available for research. 

 Demonstrate the ability to paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material. 

 Demonstrate the ability to use the MLA style of parenthetical documentation, 

bibliographic form, and research paper format. 

 Demonstrate the ability to synthesize research with their own ideas.   

 Develop an annotated bibliography as a step in writing a research paper.   

 

 



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Statement:  If you suspect or are aware that you have a 

disability that may affect your success in the course you are strongly encouraged to contact the 

Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in the North Plaza Building. The disability will be 

evaluated and eligible students will receive assistance in obtaining reasonable accommodations. 

Phone # 435-652-7516. 

 

 Student Support Services  

 Library:     http://library.dixie.edu  

 Testing Center:   http://new.dixie.edu/testing  

 Writing Center & OWL:  http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php  

 Tutoring Center:   http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring 

 

 

 

Use of your D-mail e-mail account:   

 

You are required to frequently check your dmail account. Important class and college 

information will be sent to your dmail account, including DSC bills, financial aid/scholarship 

notices, notices of cancelled classes, reminders of important dates and deadlines, and other 

information critical to your success at DSC and in your courses. If you don't know how to 

access your dmail account, go to www.dixie.edu and select "Dmail" from the left column. To 

locate your dmail username and password, go to www.dixie.edu, and click on "Log in to 

student services" (upper right corner). 

If you stop attending class:   

 

If You Stop Attending Class: If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the 

class before that semester’s drop deadline.  This deadline date can be found at the DSC  

homepage (www.dixie.edu), on the left column, under the heading “Quick Links.”  Click on the 

given semester’s class schedule.   For Fall 2012, the drop/audit date is Monday, October 15. 

 
 

 

GRADES are based on the following: 

 

 GRADED PAPERS—the research paper will be 10 pages; all other papers will be 

approximately 500 words.  Papers more than 50 words under or 100 words over the length 

limits are unacceptable.  All papers must be persuasive essays based on films currently 

available on Blu-Ray or DVD.  All papers must be double spaced and include a word 

count.  Of course, you should use a word processor.  Google is now providing one online 

(type in Google Docs), or if you’d like a high quality word processor on your computer 

for free (that will emulate Microsoft and other expensive things), try www.OpenOffice.org 

or just type Open Office into your browser.  Star Office is essentially the same program 

(or set of programs), but get it (or them) from Google Pack instead—they don’t charge for 

it. Students should be extremely careful to identify all sources used in papers since 

plagiarism means an automatic failure in the course (See the Dixie State College section 

http://library.dixie.edu/
http://new.dixie.edu/testing
http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php
http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring
http://www.openoffice.org/


on plagiarism later in this syllabus.).  Note that any direct quote or paraphrase (other than 

from a video) must be accompanied by a photocopy or printout of the original. 

 RESEARCH PAPER—This is your primary assignment for the semester, and it is worth 

(for the final draft of the research paper itself) 300 points.  It should be 10 pages.  Again, 

be sure you turn in photocopies or printouts for all material you either quoted or 

paraphrased.  You should also write an account of your research process, including how 

you came up with your thesis, the avenues of research you pursued, and what you learned 

along the way.  This journal should be 500-750 words long. It will be worth 100 points. 

Note that the most important function of your journal is to give you a chance to think 

through your research paper topic, to examine in detail and with at least a modicum of 

leisure, the validity of your sources, the clarity of your arguments, and the solidarity of 

your conclusions. 

 You will also compile an annotated bibliography for 6 sources.  It will be worth 100 

points.   

 

 

DUE DATES FOR PAPERS: 

Essay 1.  Film critique. You may rewrite this paper and take the higher grade.  Due 9 September. 

(100 points) 

Essay 1.2  Rewritten version of your first paper is due 23 September. 

Essay 2.  Research paper journal  500-750 words. Due Oct. 28 (100 points) 

Essay 3. Annotated bibliography for 6 sources. Due Nov. 4(100 points) 

Essay 3.  First two pages of the research paper. Due Nov.11 (100 points) 

Essay 4.  Research paper.  Due 26 November. (300 points) 

 

MIDTERM DATE: 

Oct. 15-Oct. 21 

This will be a multiple choice test that you will take at the DSC Testing Center. If you do not 

have access to DSC Testing Center, you will have to find a proctor who will supervise you during 

the exam. Your proctor may be your professor from another course, a librarian at DSC or a public 

library, your employer or your superior officer. I will need to have your proctor’s contact 

information several days before the test. There will be a reminder inside the course.  

 

 EXAMS:   

Midterm—This exam counts as 200 points. 

Final exam is scheduled for the week of Dec. 3- Dec. 7 

 

 ATTENDANCE :  While I don't grade on attendance as such, missing more than half the 

class sessions also means missing a passing grade. See below for endless Dixie State 

College regulations, but, as they will tell you, the instructor’s “requirements are enforced 



by the college. “ For this class, your attendance is measured by participating in online 

discussions and by submitting quizzes and exercises.  

 

 

NUMERICAL-LETTER GRADE EQUIVALENTS 

 

95-100  = A 

90-94    = A- 

86-89    = B+ 

83-85    = B 

80-82    = B- 

76-79    = C+ 

73-75    = C 

70-72    = C- 

63-65    = D 

60-62    = D- 

0-59      = F 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attendance 

 

Please review the following official DSC policy language about class attendance.  You can create 

your own attendance policy to place in the syllabus.   Note that student athletes and others who 

will miss class often due to college related functions must gain your approval at the beginning of 

the semester. (See 23.5.3.)  Please work with student athletes and others and help them succeed.  

Please note item 23.2 and make certain that your syllabi clearly define the attendance policies in 

your classes. 

 

5-23 ATTENDANCE 

 

23.1 Regular and prompt attendance in classes and laboratory sessions is expected of every Dixie 

State College student. 

 

23.2 Attendance requirements are established by each instructor and such requirements are 

enforced by the college. 

 

23.3 An absence does not excuse a student from completing work missed. 

 

23.4 It is the student's responsibility to find out which assignments are missed during an absence. 

 

23.5 Class Absences Related to College Functions 

 

23.5.1 Attendance at class is an integral part of the learning process. Students who are absent 

from class for any reason compromise their learning opportunities. Students should make every 



attempt to register only for those courses for which they have no scheduling conflicts that will 

interfere with their ability to complete course requirements. 

 

23.5.2 Students periodically may miss classes for various college-related functions; including 

athletics, club events, or to fulfill the requirements of a course or a program. These absences often 

conflict with the instruction, assignments, and tests in courses. The college seeks to maintain 

reasonable guidelines that will enable students to participate in college functions without harming 

the integrity of the curriculum in the courses they miss or undermining the responsibilities and 

authority of the instructors of these courses. These guidelines are intended to foster an 

environment that is supportive and sensitive to the roles and needs of both students and faculty. 

 

23.5.3 Students who must miss class because of a college-sanctioned activity, such as an athletic 

event, club activity, class assignment, or other approved event, are responsible to assuring that 

their instructors have been notified and for completing any missed assignments. 

 

23.5.3.1 Prior to the absence, students traveling with a club, team, or other group on a college-

sanctioned activity must request leave from their instructors. 

 

23.5.3.1.1 Students involved in a club event or an activity related to another course or program 

requirement must provide written notification from the faculty or staff member supervising the 

activity that explains the nature of the activity. This should include a list of eligible students and 

be provided in advance of the expected absence. 

 

23.5.3.1.2 By the second day of class, students with recurring absences must provide each 

instructor written notification from the appropriate department that includes a schedule of 

competition, the names of those students on specific teams likely to travel, and the dates and 

approximate times of departure and return to campus. So that student participation in travel can 

be verified, the appropriate department will be responsible for informing individual faculty of 

changes to team rosters and travel schedules throughout the semester. 

 

23.5.3.2 Students must arrange with the instructor to complete missed instruction and/or 

coursework. 

 

23.5.3.2.1 One week prior to an absence, the student will meet with the instructor to arrange a 

reasonable accommodation, if feasible, to allow the students to complete any missed coursework 

and/or exams. The instructor may require the student to submit work prior to the due date if the 

student will be absent. It is the student's responsibility to complete the Student Absence Schedule 

with the instructor and abide by it. 

 

23.5.3.2.2 Students with recurring or frequent absences from a course are required to check their 

schedules against the course syllabus and provide a list of expected absences for the semester by 

the second day of class. Upon reviewing the list, the instructor may determine that the absences 

will interfere with the student's ability to succeed in the course. If so, the instructor will 

recommend that the student seek an alternative. If a student chooses to remain in the course, it is 

the student's responsibility to complete the Student Absence Schedule with the instructor and 

abide by it. 

 

*Most of the above handout was prepared by Brent Hanson, who kindly allowed me to steal it. 

 

Plagiarism  (from OWL, the Online Writing Lab at Dixie State College): 

 



Guidelines for recognizing and avoiding it 

 

    Definition: Generally speaking, plagiarism is regarded as a form of cheating or stealing.  It is 

censured as an act of willfully or carelessly attempting to pass off as one's own work the writing 

of someone else.  Usually the student who is proved guilty of plagiarism is given a failing grade 

on the research paper, and, if the plagiarism is intentional, the student is given no credit for the 

course in which the paper is submitted. 

 

    Guidelines: Students must realize, therefore, from the beginning of their research, that the 

handling of source material is always a delicate matter.  Writers may copy or paraphrase any 

information or statistics from another source so long as proper credit is given to that source.  

When a student submits to an instructor a paper bearing her name as the author, she is required to 

indicate copied material by enclosing it in quotation marks and by using an appropriate citation. 

Paraphrased or summarized material must also be shown by using a footnote, endnote, or by 

giving parenthetical documentation in the text of the paper. For example, here is a sentence from 

The Christian Science Monitor: "They [the Black Caucus] argued in a letter to Mr. Clinton that 96 

percent of crack arrests are of minorities, and that between 1988 and 1994 in Los Angeles, the 

only persons prosecuted for crack-cocaine sales were blacks and Latinos." Whether a writer 

quotes from those words directly or summarizes them in his/her own words, there must be a 

parenthetical reference in the text (Marquand 3) and a complete reference in the Works Cited at 

the end of the paper. 

 

    If a paper contains several sentences, one sentence, or merely significant parts of sentences that 

are obviously not original work --because of the wording or the nature of the information given--

students may be suspected of plagiarism.  If the expressions or order of presentation of ideas are 

identical to or are similar to material in print and if no reference is made to the source, it may be 

assumed that a student is deliberately attempting to pass off or, to put it stronger, to forge a piece 

of writing that does not really belong to him/her. 

 

    Within the field of academics and among professionals, such plagiarism is a breach of ethics 

and may break copyright law. Scholars, playwrights, musicians, and other writers whose careers 

and reputations are built upon their research and use of words have a legal right to those words. 

Proper documentation is not a difficult task; therefore, students who plagiarize should expect to 

fail the course. 

 

    DIXIE COLLEGE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE POLICY: "Academic dishonesty in any form 

will not be tolerated at Dixie College, including but not limited to plagiarism on written 

assignments, submitting other persons’ work as one’s own, and cheating on exams or quizzes. 

Teachers at Dixie College may discipline students proven guilty of academic dishonesty by – 

 

            Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonest occurred, 

 

            Failing the student in the entire course, 

 

            Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course and/or 

 

            Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, place on 

probation, suspend, and /or expel the students." 

 

  

 



Now that you have learned the general guidelines, here are some places to learn the specific rules 

for citing various kinds of information: 

 

        Most English rhetorics or handbooks will have a section on resource supported writing; 

check yours. 

 

        The Research Paper Guide, a printed pamphlet, is available in the bookstore and online. 

 

        Going to the Dixie College Online Writing Lab (http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/) provides links to 

the MLA Style Guide, which is used in most English courses, or the APA Style Guide, which is 

used often in the sciences, nursing, education, and in social studies. 

 

        The Reference Librarian on duty has a copy of the current MLA Handbook. 

 

  

 

Let’s look at some examples of plagiarism commonly committed, even by those who know the 

general guidelines: 

 

        Exhibit A: 1) Although thoughts about suicide are common among Hospice patients, 

persistent requests for aid in dying are, by most accounts, very uncommon. 

 

        2) Alcohol has been proven to cause cancer of the mouth, tongue, esophagus, larynx, 

stomach, liver, lungs, colon, and rectum. 

 

Students excused the above plagiarism by saying they were just summarizing an article, not 

quoting from it. Any information--no matter whether quoted, paraphrased, or summarized--that 

you take from another source must be cited. 

 

        Exhibit B: Original: "Although harder to use, QuickTime 3.0 and Adobe Premier team up 

for a cross platform solution for creating the audio slide lecture." 

 

        Paraphrase: QuickTime 3.0 and Adobe Premier are harder to use, but they work well 

together in creating a cross platform solution for someone who wants to create an audio slide 

lecture (Kaplan 51). 

 

        Although this student did give a parenthetical reference to the original (and, we assume, 

added more information in the Works Cited at the end of the paper), this is still a form of 

plagiarism because the paraphrase follows too closely the wording of the original. The general 

rule is that if you use three or more words in a row from the original, those words should be in 

quotes 

 


